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Abstract - The design and reconfiguration of MaterialHandling Systems (MHS) at the factory scale is known to becomplex. Various data and analyses are required to define theinternal logistics needs the MHS must fulfill. In the literature,the identification of the MHS’ needs is performed throughMaterial Flow Analysis (MFA). The MFA is expressed throughcharts and diagrams which are manually developed. The manualdevelopment of charts and diagrams leads to gathering data in adisseminated way. Additionally, MFA is differently addressedin the literature; each work analyzes a different and restrainedset of data. In this paper, we aim to generalize MFA by proposinga Reference Data Model (RDM) using UML (Unified ModelingLanguage) class diagrams. It allows listing and structuring allthe data required for the MFA. The RDM can be used to conducta data-driven MFA which enables data integrity and thereduction of the development time of charts and diagrams.A proof of concept is also given to show the ability tosimultaneously generate charts and diagrams, while ensuringdata integrity.
Keywords - Manufacturing Systems, Material HandlingSystems, Material Flow Analysis, Reference Data Model.

1. INTRODUCTION
Material Handling Systems (MHS) address storing, packaging,and moving products. It plays a key role in the performance ofthe entire manufacturing system [1]. An efficiently designedMHS leads to effective production management, improvementof on-time delivery, and enhancement of production quality[2]. The design of modern manufacturing systems can be verycomplex and the resulting system can be a source of excessiveexpenditure if it is not efficiently designed [3]. In such designprocesses, many dimensions should be integrated as thedynamic behavior of the system, information systems,materials, the interaction between operators and machines,etc. In this work, MHS is seen as the interaction betweenMaterial Handling Equipment (MHE) and operators withinthe manufacturing system. All the elements constituting theMHS must function as a whole to meet the required systemobjectives [4].Before proceeding to the design and reconfiguration of suchsystems, a tremendous amount of data is needed to take theappropriate design decisions (e.g. deciding the level ofautomation of Material Handling Activities, selecting the setof MHE, etc.) [4]–[6]. As in any systems engineering process,the efficiency of the MHS design process depends on thecorrect identification and understanding of the needs andrequirements. For MHS design, the needs analysis is usually

done through the Material Flow Analysis (MFA). In theliterature, MFA is considered to be the first step of the MHSdesign and reconfiguration [7]. It is defined as the systematicassessment of flows and stocks of materials within a systemdefined in space and time.In the literature, MFA is addressed in various ways in termsof the targeted data. For instance, in [8] the authors focus onthe analysis of the paths that are taken by different familyparts to perform the MFA. While in [9] other aspects areanalyzed, such as the product’s characteristics and dimensions.However, it can be seen that in the literature the MFA is notunified, but the different addressed concepts should be relatedto one another. Additionally, the existing MFA techniquesmainly consist of manually executed procedures such asbuilding charts and diagrams [10] (E.g. From-To charts,Material flow diagrams, Spaghetti diagrams, etc.). Thesemanual approaches can suffer from several drawbacks,especially in a large-scale manufacturing system; differentMFA charts and diagrams have to be developed separately todescribe the MHS’ needs without digitization nor ensuringdata integrity. Thus, a proposition may be formulated to unifyand generalize the MFA practices to make them compatibleand complete. A basis to generalize MFA would be to proposea Reference Data Model (RDM) to clarify what data shouldbe considered in an MFA and how they are articulated.Moreover, the proposal of an RDM opens the path to a data-driven MFA. Data-driven approaches allow providing servicesfor MFA such as charts and diagrams generation whilereducing the development time and ensuring data integrity. Inthe work of [11], the authors proposed a data-driven approachto collect data related to theMHS of coal mines and to generatesimulation models. This work shows the benefits of a data-driven approach such as; the automatic generation ofsimulation models, the reduction of model development costand time, and the replicability of the analysis approach tosimilar systems. The main drawback of the RDM proposed in[11] is that it is specialized for a limited type of MHS (coalmines MHS).The contribution of this paper is to propose an RDM togeneralize and unify the data manipulated in MFA. Topropose a relevant RDM, data are identified and selected fromthe current practices of MFA reported in the literature. TheRDM is represented in UML (Unified Modeling Language)class diagrams. The ability to exploit the RDM in a data-
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driven MFA process is demonstrated with proof of conceptexamples of MFA views generation.The remaining of this paper is organized as follows; It startswith a literature review on Material Flow Analysis and Data-driven approaches. Afterward, in the 3rd section, an RDM forMFA is proposed and an application example is given. Finally,the conclusions and perspectives are given in the last sections.
2. STATE OF THE ART

2.1 Material Flow AnalysisIn the industrial area, the literature shows that articles use theMFA to examine the movement of the material over time [6].It can be used to analyze the whole supply chain [8, 12], or itcan focus on the analysis of MHS [6, 13, 14]. The steps ofMFA may vary depending on the objective of the analysis.For example, it can be used for; optimization purposes [8],waste management [12], simplification of the material flowsin the facility [6], or for the plant layout design [9]. However,data collection remains a common step.In the context of MHS design, MFA is mainly conductedthrough manual procedures such as charts and diagrams.These graphical representations help to gather relevant datafor MHS design, for example; Production sheet [9]: it allows the collection of datarelatively to each phase of the manufacturing process. Working sheet [9]: it gives the possibility to compareforeseen values (production time and quantity) with realvalues. Flow chart [10]: it allows to study of the material flow ofeach product family (see figure 3). Process flow layout [10]: It allows to identify the existingflow path on a layout for the products made by thecompany (see figure 5). From-to chart [10]: it displays the flow of materialbetween functional areas of a plant based on a specifichandling unit (see figure 4).The articles addressing the MFA, in the context of MHSdesign and reconfiguration, usually focus on a restrained setof data. For example, in [12, 14] the authors only use flowcharts to perform the MFA. While in [10] the authors focus onother charts and diagrams, such as string diagrams and from-to charts These manual procedures are time-consuming anddifficult to exploit; Having different charts and diagrams thatare separately developed without data centralization does notensure data integrity. In the literature, RDMs are used to adaptdata-driven approaches. It allows better exploitation of databy giving the possibility to centralize data, thus, ensuring dataintegrity. An opportunity is to provide an RDM covering thevarious MFA practices and allowing a robust data utilization.
2.2 Data-driven approachesWith the latest information and computing technologyinnovations, new opportunities can be identified for MFA,such as data-driven approaches. It helps to develop models todescribe systems with similar features and functionalities [10-15]. It can be adapted to support the design and operational

decision-making in MHS [16]. The most popular language forsuch approaches is UML (Unified Modeling Language). It ismostly used for describing a data-capturing operation [16].In [11], the authors propose data-driven modeling andsimulation based on an RDM. However, the proposed RDMcan not be considered a generic model for MFA in the contextof MHS; It focuses on the simulation of the equipment and theprocesses in coal mines. The information model in this workdescribes the data requirements for the construction andexecution of a simulation model; Necessary data is retrievedfollowing a specific data format. To reach the final result ofthis work, system specifications in coal mines had to be listed;MHS components, processes, and flows are represented inflow charts. Later on, UML classes are progressivelyconstructed to represent the different aspects that were shownin the flow chart. Such approaches give the possibility torealize model transformation while ensuring data integrity.The model transformation enhances the benefits of proposingan RDM for the generalization of MFA; It allows to describeand understand the system by generating different charts anddiagrams simultaneously while ensuring data integrity. Thisproposition would reduce the costs, time, and errors that arederived from the manual procedures that are used in theliterature.In this article, we aim to propose an RDM to conduct the MFAin the context of MHS; This generic model would allow usersto describe the MHS needs of different industrial cases.Further descriptions are presented in the following section.
3. REFERENCE DATA MODEL FOR MATERIALFLOW ANALYSIS

In the following sub-sections, before proposing our model, theliterature is analyzed to derive a list of parameters that mustbe represented in the RDM. The goal is to define a wide rangegeneric data structure encompassing the previous works onMFA
3.1 Data definitionThe development of an RDM requires a consolidated list ofparameters. In our case, parameters are needed to describe thedifferent parts and interactions that can be found in MFA inthe context of MHS design and reconfiguration. Theseelements allow the creation of an MFA meta-model that willsupport the analysis.The literature is analyzed to propose an RDM covering theexisting practices of MFA. Articles were selected based onthe journal’s ranking, the number of citations, and compliancewith the topic (MFA in the context of MHS design andreconfiguration).



MFA in the context of MHS is not a common subject in theliterature, despite its importance to express the MHS’ needs.Thus, the data identification is not only made on papers thataddress the MFA only but also on papers that discuss MHSissues in general. As a result, twenty-two articles were selectedand only twelve are retained due to the redundancy in thementioned data [2, 6, 21, 22, 9, 10, 14, 16–20]. The analysisled to the identification of 197 parameters grouped into 42categories (such as machine data, product data, flow data,etc.). Afterward, a correlation analysis was conducted toreduce the list of parameters by keeping the generic ones andremoving the parameters addressing the same concept (forexample; aisle, corridor, and alley can be combined in theconcept of route). As a result, a list of 59 parameters is selectedand grouped into three main data categories; Product features,Material Handling System, and Manufacturing System.
3.2 Data structuring using class diagramOnce the data labels (parameters) are identified, UML classesare used to provide a view of the RDM for MFA. The top-level data is presented in figure 2a. This MFA class is acomposition of three main classes represented in differentpackages:
 Product (figure 2b): This package is composed ofthree classes; Product class, Family class, andHandling Unit class. the parameters of this class helpto describe the features of a given product. Eachproduct belongs to a specific product family andmight be handled in a specific container. That is whythe Product class is linked to two other classes;Handling Unit, and Family.
 Manufacturing System (figure 2c): this data categoryfocuses on components of the manufacturing system;It starts with the description of the cell class, and justlike the real manufacturing systems, the cell class isa composition of two other classes; Machine andQueue.
 MHS (figure 2d): this package describes two mainaspects; The layout of the shop-floor (through RouteNetwork and Route classes). And the characteristicsof the MHS. The MHS class is composed of the threecategories of MHE (moving equipment, packagingequipment, and storage equipment). The separationof these categories allows a better description of eachclass, for example, it can be seen that the movingequipment requires more parameters than the otherMHE categories. Moreover, the performance ofMHS can be expressed through the Flow class.

This RDM summarizes the different data that are needed togeneralize the data that may be part of MFA. Besides, theRDM can be exploited using a data-driven approach tofacilitate the MFA. The following section shows ademonstrator of a data-driven MFA used in a real case study.

Figure 2a. Top data level

Figure 2c. Manufacturing System package

Figure 2b. Product package



3.3 Application example
To demonstrate the use of our proposal, a real case study wasconducted to perform the data-driven MFA. The case concernsa plant of safety equipment manufacturer (climbing gear,caving gear and work-at-heigh equipment). The shop-floor iscomposed of 21 production machines arranged in fiveproduction cells.To proceed to the data-driven MFA, the RDM was firstimplemented on an online database management system.Then, the users filled the data needed for the MFA in thedatabase. Afterward, the data was extracted using a softwareprogram that we developed. Finally, different MFA charts anddiagrams were simultaneously generated while ensuring dataintegrity, some examples can be seen in figures 3, 4, and 5. The flow chart (see figure 3) was generated toidentify the path of the three product types. The from-to chart (see figure 4) was used to displaythe number of containers moved between the fiveproduction cells per week. The process flow (see figure 5) layout was used torepresent the layout of the shop-floor.five The-shop floor is composed of 21 production machinesarranged in five production cells. The shop-floor producesthree The user starts first by filing the database following theRDM that we proposed in figures 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d. The

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Before the design or reconfiguration of the MHS, it isimportant to define the MHS’ needs to take the appropriatedecisions. In the literature, the MHS’ needs are expressed byperforming the MFA. The MFA is considered to be thebeginning of any MHS design and reconfiguration processes.Yet, the conduction of the MFA is performed with a restrainedset of data and is mainly done through error-prone and time-consuming manual procedures. This opens up a newopportunity to propose an RDM to express the data needed forthe MFA in the context of the MHS design andreconfiguration.The goal of this paper is to propose an RDM to generalize theMFA in the context of MHS. The RDM regroups differentparameters that allow a precise description of MHS and aneffective MFA; The proposed data structure gives the abilityto adopt a data-driven MFA that can generate simultaneouslydifferent MFA charts and diagrams while reducing the

Figure 2d. Material Handling System package

Figure 3. Flow chart of the three types of product

Figure 4. From/To chart of the handled containers/weekbetween the 5 production cells



development time, costs, and errors by ensuring data integrity.A proof of concept for data-driven MFA is given in a casestudyTo propose a consistent RDM, 197 parameters were identifiedfrom 12 articles. Later on, 57 parameters were selected usingcorrelation analysis to remove the redundancies and keep therelevant parameters. As a result, four data packages areselected to structure the data; Top data package,Manufacturing System package, MHS package, and Productpackage.For future development, an MFA toolset can be created togenerate automatically other MFA charts and diagrams basedon the collected set of data. The automatic generation of suchmodels would help to adapt to the new visualization needs ina short amount of time and with fewer costs. Furthermore, theproposed RDM is also exploited in another work to propose ageneric, scalable, extensible, and data-driven simulationmodel. In this work, the automatic generation of the simulationallows the analysis of the performance of the MHS and thedesign alternatives. The obtained results are the subject of asubmission to a journal.
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